Japan Virtual Client Computing
AN IDC CONTINUOUS INTELLIGENCE SERVICE

Virtual client computing (VCC) comprises desktop computing models that leverage a range of virtualization software
and delivery models. Technology vendors and service providers have recognized the importance of this emerging
market and its opportunities and have begun tracking the trends of this market closely. The merits and demerits of
each technology and IT professional requirements are just two examples of some of the crucial subjects covered in
this service. IDC's Japan Virtual Client Computing service provides PC vendors, software vendors, and IT solutions
providers with the necessary information to help them make business-critical decisions in the VCC market. The
relation of other virtualization technology with VCC and work style revolution case study are also analyzed in 2017.

Markets and Subjects Analyzed
 Thin-client vendor share, method, and OS by shipments
 Virtualization software market size and vendor share
 Virtual client solution market size by revenue

 VCC ratio and forecast by installed base
 Virtualization software forecast by license
 Virtual client solution forecast by revenue

Core Research
 Japan Virtual Client Computing Forecast and Share
 Japan Client Virtualization Trend Analysis
 Japan Virtual Client Computing Vendor Analysis

 Japan Client Virtualization ROI Analysis
 Buyer Case Study

In addition to the insight provided in this service, IDC may conduct research on specific topics or emerging market segments via research offerings
that require additional IDC funding and client investment. To learn more about the analysts and published research, please visit: Japan Virtual
Client Computing.

Key Questions Answered
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Work style revolution or BYOD would be the one of the main driver
for VCC market?
Which kind of the vendors enter this market as new face?
Is ROI of Japan vertical client computing market improving?
What are the key factors of success in Japan vertical client
computing market?
Which verticals have shown the maximum share or growth
potential in the Japan virtual client computing market?

6.
7.
8.

How the ratio of on-premise and DaaS and how this ratio of them
are changing?
How are the usage, workload, and division changing in the Japan
virtual client computing market?
How does virtual client computing affect IDC's 3rd Platform? And
what is key to technology, business model, and primary vendors?

Companies Analyzed
This service reviews strategies, market positioning, and the future direction of several providers in the Japan virtual client computing market,
including:
Hardware vendors: Atrust, Dell, Fujitsu, Hitachi, HP Inc., JBAT, Lenovo,
NComputing, and NEC.

IDC Products and Services: Solving Business Challenges on the 3rd Platform
Whether you are an IT buyer or a technology supplier, IDC’s offerings help you make fact-based decisions on technology purchases and business
strategy. In addition to our portfolio of over 1,000 worldwide research services, we provide a full range of custom solutions, events and decision
making tools for every stage of your business planning. With dedicated lines of business targeting energy, financial services, government,
healthcare, manufacturing, and retail, IDC provides unmatched integration of global technology and vertical industry expertise to deliver industryspecific customer intelligence that gives you a powerful business advantage.

Explore other IDC research and content offerings:

Trackers

Custom Solutions

Events

Industry Research

Digital Hub

International Data Corporation (IDC) is the premier global provider of market intelligence, advisory services, and events
for the information technology, telecommunications, and consumer technology markets. With more than 1,100 analysts
worldwide, IDC offers global, regional, and local expertise on technology and industry opportunities and trends in over
110 countries. IDC's analysis and insight helps IT professionals, business executives, and the investment community to
make fact-based technology decisions and to achieve their key business objectives. Founded in 1964, IDC is a
subsidiary of IDG, the world's leading technology media, research, and events company. To learn more about IDC,
please visit www.idc.com. Follow IDC on Twitter at @IDC.
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